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NFL Draft 2021 Scouting Report: RB Gerrid Doaks, 

Cincinnati 

*Our RB grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, leaked 

Wonderlic test results, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

*We use the term “Power RB” to separate physically bigger, more between-the-tackles–capable RBs 

from our “speed RBs” group. “Speed RBs” are physically smaller, but much faster/quicker, and less likely 

to flourish between the tackles. 

 

It’s unusual that a 225+ pound RB prospect can fly so under the radar for the NFL Draft…one that was 

productive last season/a 1st-team all-conference player. When big body backs who received some 

conference recognition then ‘fly under the radar’ for the Draft, it’s usually because they ran a slow 40-

time in pre-Draft workouts – but Doaks ran a 4.58 Pro Day 40-time…an NFL-worthy time for sure. So, 

why would a 1st-team all-conference back (on a top 10-20 team) like Doaks, who is 228-pounds and runs 

around a +/- 4.60 40-time…why would that back get overlooked?  

Three reasons come to mind… 

1) Doaks played for Cincinnati, and there is little/no respect, no Draft stock enhancement from that. Had 

he played in the SEC, like a very mediocre Kylin Hill (for example), then you get extra media attention 

and an assumed +1 grading for just being an SEC entity. No free boost of attention for Doaks playing in 

the American Athletic Conference. 

 

2) Doaks did not have a storied college career.  

In 2017, Doaks made his redshirt freshman debut…with senior year, future-NFLer Mike Boone as the 

established guy and touted freshman, future fringe NFLer Mike Warren as a freshman all competing for 

time/snaps/touches -- and yet it was Doaks actually leading the team in rushing…splitting a lead role 

with Boone and pushing past Warren. It was only 517 yards rushing to lead the way, but still the 

freshman Doaks surprised many. 

Going into 2018, Boone was headed to the Minnesota Vikings and Doaks was assumed to be the future 

for Cincy. However, a sports hernia in 2018 stole Doaks’ follow up season entirely…and off the radar 

Doaks went. His lost season allowed Mike Warren to take the lead and rush for 1,329 yards and 19 TDs 

and earned national recognition.  
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Upon Doaks’ 2019 return, Warren was the clear lead (and he ran for another 1,000+ yard season/1,265 

yards and 14 TDs) while Doaks played a supporting role…and Doaks tweaked his ACL and was hampered 

a bit as well.  

Warren headed to the NFL in 2020, so it looked like Doaks was in the clear to be the Cincy starter…but 

Alabama-transfer Jerome Ford was now fighting for the spot too. Initially, there was a timeshare with 

Doaks-Ford in 2020, but it was quickly dropped and Doaks was made the main starter for the 

season…earning 1st-team all-conference accolades in a good-not-great season of performance during 

the COVID-impacted season.  

Doaks did not dominate in the AAC for years, like Mike Warren did, so he was easy to overlook from a 

performance standpoint.  

 

3) As noted in point #2…the injuries probably took more of Doaks’ draft stock away than anything else. A 

missed 2018 season to a sports hernia. ACL issue in 2019 (missed 2 games). Missed his 2020 bowl game 

career finale with a nagging injury.  

‘Injury prone’ label + mediocre mid-major numbers = weak draft stock.  

I know I was not taking Doaks that seriously pre-Draft either. I saw he was ‘big’, and that gets your 

attention but then you run some analytics to see if there’s anything worth looking at deeper – and you 

see mediocre speed/athleticism to go along with the so-so output, and with a history of injuries…it’s 

easy to just move past him as another good Cincinnati college RB destined for undrafted status and a 

journeyman’s career path (like Mike Boone, like Mike Warren).     

However, when you dig deeper…there is something better to discover. Things the analytics cannot 

discover on guys like this.  

First and foremost, 5’11”/228 and running +/- a 4.6 40-time gets you to the NFL dance. Najee Harris 

weighs about the same and probably runs in and around that 4.6 range as well…and he’s seen as a 

surefire star. Doaks had weaker agility times (7.2+ three-cone), but I would hazard to guess that Harris 

would have been in that 7.0+ three-cone range too – only he had the luxury of being able to hide from 

scouts in pre-Draft workouts (not doing any) and could just coast on reputation.  

Speaking of Najee comparisons, we all love how good Harris is in the passing game – big 10” hands and 

uses them well. However, Warren has 9.75” hands…and I was surprised to see how good a receiver he 

was in college. You won’t see it in gaudy stat tallies with Doaks, in part because Doaks is a good/willing 

blocker…so, he spent more time in protecting than being a receiving weapon. But Doaks’ highlight tape 

shows many one-handed catches and shows a very competent+ receiver.  

In a sense, you could try to make the leap to calling Doaks a discount version of Najee Harris…only 3” 

shorter, but more willing to do the dirty work in college.  
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Doaks edge is his toughness – he’s a bruising runner who seeks contact, he’s a willing/good blocker 

(which NFL coaches adore more than actual talent). Doaks is tough but also not a bad runner of the 

ball…he has decent instincts trying to pick through trash/congestion but he’s not going race by 

defenders or juke his way out of trouble – he’s a lunch pail and hard hat, steady runner between the 

tackles. Plus, he does not fall off in the passing game…which at 228-pounds, is a plus.  

Additionally, Doaks is a beloved person by coaches…a high character, locker room leader, hard worker 

and honor roll student in the classroom.  

Doaks is not likely to ever go to Canton to get a gold jacket, but he has gifts that can give him a solid 

career in the NFL. The ‘Cincinnati’ label will likely push him to a 3rd/4th-string RB and special teamer 

early on, but in the right spot Doaks could slide into a Jamaal Williams-type role for a team…the guy the 

coaches love to be their dirty work back – the key blocker/protector of the QB who can also run the ball 

effectively enough, and with power, and doesn’t drop passes when called upon.  

An NFL team is not getting a star here, but they are getting a legit NFL player…if he can stay away from 

the injury bug.  

 

 

Gerrid Doaks, Through the Lens of Our RB Scouting Algorithm: 
 

 -- Best season 2020: 144 carries, 673 yards, and 7 TDs…which is not-great, and produced a disappointing 

4.7 yards per carry. 14 catches for 2020 yards and 2 TDs.  

 -- Eight career games with 15 or more carries. His average per game in those 8 games (and it’s pretty 

impressive): 19.4 carries, 109.5 rush yds (5.7 ypc), 0.75 rush TDs, 1.8 rec., 19.3 rec. yds, 0.1 rec. TDs 

When Doaks got a featured chance…he was highly productive, six of those 8 games with 100+ total 

yards in the game, four 100+ rushing efforts.  

 

Pro Day Measurables: 

5’11.3”/228, 9.75” hands, 31” arms 

4.58 40-time, 2.68 20-yd, 1.57 10-yd 

7.21 three-cone, 4.28 shuttle 

19 bench reps, 39.5” vertical, 10’0” broad jump 
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The Historical RB Prospects to Whom Gerrid Doaks Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

Tim Hightower was a no nonsense, mildly successful 225+ pound grinder RB in the NFL…you could see 

Doaks following that path. I like the Jamaal Williams comp in my head better – never featured in the 

NFL, always respected, and productive when forced into a feature role due to injury of another. Doaks 

also has a little Chris Carson running style/ability…not an elite specimen, but just hard-noses his way to 

mattering.  

 

RB 
Score 

RB-Re RB-ru Last First College Yr H H W Speed 
Metric 

Agility 
Metric 

Power 
Metric 

5.597 5.52 6.30 Doaks Gerrid Cincinnati 2021 5 11.3 228 0.68 2.36 7.40 

5.175 5.80 4.87 Hightower  Tim Richmond 2008 6 0.1 226 1.80 0.48 8.28 

5.681 2.54 5.40 Hood Elijah UNC 2017 5 11.6 232 1.27 4.35 6.79 

4.293 0.63 3.22 Crowell Isaiah Alabama St 2014 5 11.0 224 2.22 -1.63 7.62 

4.911 1.92 3.73 Cobb David Minnesota 2015 5 10.7 229 -2.71 2.93 6.88 

 

*A score of 8.50+ is where we see a stronger correlation of RBs going on to become NFL 

good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ is more rarefied air in our system and indicates a greater probability 

of becoming an elite NFL RB. 

All of the RB ratings are based on a 0-10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in 

certain instances. 

Overall rating/score = A combination of several on-field performance measures, including refinement for 

strength of opponents faced, mixed with all the physical measurement metrics—then compared/rated 

historically within our database and formulas. More of a traditional three-down search—runner, blocker, 

and receiver. 

*RB-Re score = New/testing starting in 2015. Our new formula/rating that attempts to identify and 

quantify a prospect’s receiving skills even deeper than in our original formulas. RB prospects can now 

make it/thrive in the NFL strictly based on their receiving skills—it is an individual attribute sought out 

for the NFL, and no longer dismissed or overlooked. Our rating combines a study of their receiving 

numbers in college in relation to their offense and opponents, as well as profiling size-speed-agility along 

with hand-size measurables, etc. 

*RB-Ru score = New/testing starting in 2015. Our new formula/rating that attempts to classify and 

quantify a RB prospect’s ability strictly as a runner of the ball. Our rating combines a study of their 
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rushing numbers in college in relation to their offense and strength of opponents, as well as profiling 

size-speed-agility along with various size measurables, etc. 

Raw Speed Metric = A combination of several speed and size measurements from the NFL Combine, 

judged along with physical size profile, and then compared/rated historically within our database and 

scouting formulas. This is a rating strictly for RBs of a similar/bigger size profile. 

Agility Metric = A combination of several speed and agility measurements from the NFL Combine, 

judged along with physical size profile, and then compared/rated historically within our database and 

scouting formulas. This is a rating strictly for RBs of a similar/bigger size profile. 

 

 

2021 NFL Draft Outlook: 

Drafted in the 7th-round by Miami in 2021. I projected, ahead of the Draft, that he would go undrafted 

(like Mike Boone and Mike Warren).  

If I were an NFL GM, I wouldn’t use a draft pick on a grinder RB…because you can typically get them in 

the UDFA session, but I would like to have guys like him on my team, in my culture.  

 

NFL Outlook:    

We discussed all the barriers for Doaks to ever making a huge impact in the NFL, but he has an extra ray 

of hope…being drafted onto Miami is him being drafted onto (arguably) the worst RB depth chart in the 

NFL – which means Doaks has some hope he can climb the ladder and get past a Myles Gaskin (I’d take 

Doaks over Gaskin in the NFL ANY DAY). The problem being, Malcolm Brown is a version of Doaks…and 

Brown is there/paid, invested in/more experienced.  

You have to bet against Doaks ever having a real NFL impact, but it’s not a slam dunk that he’s going to 

be shut out forever…there is hope he breaks through to Jamaal Williams or Malcolm Brown moments 

of NFL respect/production.  
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